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< p > speaking of the Nike Air Max 1, on the professional degree, than the king of running shoes ASICs; history theory, than in the
recent period of time engraved regression Brooks chariot; on comfort, not equipped with mesh suspension SauconyGrid 9000; on
interesting, is not equipped with a pedometer Adidas Micropacer; quantity theory of color, and is Nandi street shoes new balance
574. left Chariot -Brooks; right upper Grid -Saucony 9000; left lower Micropacer -New; lower right Balance 574-adidasso why should
in the first article [daily shoes] in the recommended Air Max Nike 1? Because it is now sports industry big brother - Nike, has an
extraordinary significance; and Nike for the entire shoe industry, and has an extraordinary significance. Nike from the original small
foundry fortune, become today's industry giant, holds the difficult to shake the status in the field of sports equipment, in which of
course luck reason: maybe it was signed under the great God won the popularity of such, perhaps just to catch up with the times bring
huge opportunities in the industry... But it can not be denied, Nike for product innovation and consumer preferences, is the industry in
any one of the brands have not had. Air Max Nike 1 is the brand forge ahead, and constantly innovate strong proof. May be even the
designer himself Hatfield Tinker himself did not expect, he will create a new history of the Nike. In 1987, Tinker Hatfield after visiting
the Pompidou Center in Paris, see the modern building glass curtain wall to inside the building can be at a glance, which gave birth
to the air max's iconic window visible air cushion, greatly improve the shoe cushioning and stability. Can say, NikeAir Max 1 is Nike
history landmark of a shoe, after a series of air max shoes for the Swoosh brought immeasurable reputation and popularity, is more
important -- profit, for the establishment of the Nike dynasty laid the foundation. Paris Pompidou center < p > times, of course,
change, when the superior performance of running shoes into it would have been difficult to meet the demand for runners, we cannot
the Nike Air Max 1 as a pair of professional running shoes. But only by appearance, Max NikeAir 1 in the leisure retro fashion trend is
also occupy a very important position. Thick bottom elongate the modified leg ministry line, let a person look more forceful and
fenestration design air and reduce the bottom heavy feeling, often in bright colors modified gas column can be considered hidden
frowsty coquettish care unit. PHANTACi>
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